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TOPIC-1 

Restructuring to cushion impact on the economy 

Context 

• Monetary policy committee (MPC) members, through a unanimous vote, decided to 

keep policy rates unchanged. 

• MPC also maintained an accommodative stance. 

• This was the result of inflation hovering around 6% i.e. above the MPCs target of 4%. 

Restructuring package after moratorium ends 

• Moratorium on loans ends 31 August, RBI said the way forward is a restructuring 

package for businesses and houses. 

• Recent data released by large banks indicating that there has been a sizeable reduction 

in moratorium in June from 50% in April for all scheduled commercial banks (SCBs). 

• As economic activity normalizes further, the need for restructuring will be even lower. 

What do the trends 

• Most indicators — manufacturing and services Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI's) 

electricity output, vehicle sales, exports, imports — point to economic momentum settling 

at 10-15% below covid levels in the near-term. 

• The RBI's consumer confidence survey — gauge of consumer spending — was at its 

lowest in May, and the one-year outlook is not promising. 

• This implies that consumption demand, especially discretionary demand, will be far 

lower. 

• With muted consumption, capacity utilization, which had fallen to 68.2% last December, 

has fallen further in the last few months. 



 
 
 
 

 

• Thus, investment demand is not likely to see upward momentum in the near term, even 

with lower interest rates. 

How RBI's intervention made the difference 

• An economic slowdown of such proportions leads to an increase in risk premium. 

• Rating upgrade to downgrade ratio of the corporate sector had fallen to 0.05 as in May 

from a high of 1.11 in December 2018. 

• Spread between 3-year AAA corporate bonds and sovereign bonds rose to 276 basis 

points on 26 March. 

• But the spread has since fallen to 50bps. 

• This was possible because of the abundant liquidity made available by RBI and credit 

enhancement provided by the government. 

Way forward 

• RBI and the government will have to work together to revive demand. 

• Center has already expanded its gross borrowing to ₹ 12 trillion. 

• Even with net tax collections at 53% of last spending levels, the center has increased its 

spending by 13% over 2019-20. 

• The government better understand that this is the time to apply Keynesian economics. 

• Global central banks have become large buyers of sovereign debt to support the larger 

roles being played the governments. 

• In India, too, the center and states will have to spend to crowd-in private sector 

spending. 

• RBI's role will be important not only as the lender of last resort but also as a buyer of 

government securities. 



 
 
 
 

 

• It has carried out its function as a central bank well, and brought a semblance of stability 

to financial markets. 

• It will have to do the same in the sovereign bond market. 

• More importantly, it will have to remain vigilant of impending risks to growth and 

inflation, and be ready to act. 

 Conclusion 

As India’s central bank comes towards the end of its interest rate reduction cycle, it will 

have to navigate the economy through financial and macroeconomic stability. The 

government will also have to act in tandem with the central bank in steering the economy 

through this storm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-2 

The govt and RBI face a trilemma regarding PSBs 

 

Introduction: 

Former Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Urjit Patel in his new book Overdraft Saving 

the Indian Saver, talks about a trilemma facing the Indian central bank and the 

government, when it comes to the public sector banking system in India. 

What is the trilemma about? 

The sovereign (government) and the regulator (RBI) face a trilemma: it is clear that it is not 

possible to: 

1. Have dominance of government banks (public sector banks) in the banking sector; 

2. Retain independent regulation; and 

3. Adhere to public debt-gross domestic product (GDP) targets. 

The government along with RBI cannot hope to achieve all three points at the same time. 



 
 
 
 

 

Only two out of the three can be achieved: 

1. Predominant public sector and independent regulation by RBI. 

2. Predominant public sector and adherence to debt to GDP targets. 

Some say the government wants the public sector banks (PSBs) to dominate the banking 

system and at the same time ensure that the public debt considers go up. 

What will happen in such a circumstance? 

In this scenario, the Reserve Bank will have to compromise on independent regulation. 

To dominate the banking system, PSBs will have to increase lending at a fast pace. 

This will lead to accumulation of bad loans or loans that have been repaid for 90 days or 

more. 

Given that the recoveries of bad loans are minimal, the government, as the owner, will 

have to invest more money into the PSBs to keep them going. 

If the government puts more money into the PSBs, its deliberate will go up. It will have to 

borrow more money and the public debt to GDP ratio will rise substantially. 

How can public debt to GDP ratio be saved from rising? 

The central bank will have to dilute some regulations to help the PSBs in not recognizing 

bad loans. 

In such a case, the government need not invest in the PSBs immediately. PSBs will have a 

greater market share and the public debt to GDP ratio will not rise right away. However, 

the central bank will have to dilute banking regulations. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

What is the issue with RBI diluting norms? 

When RBI dilutes regulations, banks end up kicking the bad loans can down the road. 

This postponement leads to a bigger problem, which hits the banks, not immediately, but 

a few years later. 

This is precisely how PSBs accumulated peak bad loans of ₹ 8.96 trillion, as of March 2018. 

The government then has to recapitalize the banks in the years to come. In the process, it 

pushes the public debt to GDP ratio up. This is a situation that the government has been 

trying hard to avoid. 

Arguments for reducing government dominance on Public Sector Banks (PSBs): 

The basic argument that has been making has its roots in the discourse on banking reform 

and reducing dominant state ownership and control over the banks. 

There is an assumption that state-owned banks have a sovereign guarantee and, 

therefore, safe from the depositors' perspective. But sovereign ownership also creates a 

sense of performance complacence. 

The punishment by the stock market for non-performance is blunt but it does not 

ostensibly harm the dominant shareholder. 

It is the minority shareholder who suffers at the first instance and then (if the insulation of 

the sovereign is removed) the saver. 

However, if there is a large overlap between savers and tax payers then they are paying 

the price for saving themselves at one end even as the cost of finance for the economy 

does not go down. 

The cost of non-performing assets and administrative overheads ultimately has to be 

recovered from the profits - a reason that indicates that interest rate cuts do not get 

transmitted. 



 
 
 
 

 

Conclusion:     Eventual way out for RBI and government: 

The decline in the share of government banks in the banking sector should not be resisted. 

Current trends are broadly suggest that the banking sector is increasingly privatized, by 

stealth, much like the telecom sector. 

In the last decade, the share of PSBs in overall lending has dropped sharply from 75.1% to 

57.5% at present. 

As PSBs keep losing share, they will cause fewer headaches for the government and the 

central bank in the decades to come. 

While India does face this trilemma as proposed by the former governor, unchecked 

privatization may not be the solution. 

A balanced approach is needed where the resolution process of financial failure of private 

banks needs to be developed. These criteria must address how to secure depositor 

interests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-3 

Importance of increasing the income of those at the bottom 

of income pyramid 

India’s growth has been fueled by demand which has dampened owing to various factors. 

One untapped source of demand could be the group which lies at the bottom of income 

pyramid. This article suggests the ways to increase the income of this group. 

Structural demand problem 

• India’s structural demand problem predates the COVID-19 shock. 

• This problem has been compounded after lockdown as jobs have been lost and incomes 

have collapsed. 

• Boosting domestic demand is critical for an economic revival as external demand is likely 

to remain muted. 

• It is argued that India’s growth story has been driven by demand generated by those 

who are at the top of India’s socio-economic pyramid 

• But the demand from that section has now plateaued. 

So, where the demand is going to come from? 

• One option is to turn to those at the bottom of the pyramid. 

• Thos at the bottom of pyramid have a high marginal propensity to consume. 

• But realizing the untapped demand potential of this group requires enhancing their 

incomes and earnings. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

Division of India’s workforce 

• Periodic Labor Force Survey (2018-19) tells us that less than 10 per cent of the workforce 

is engaged in regular formal jobs. 

• Another 14 per cent are engaged in regular informal jobs with average monthly earnings 

(Rs 9,500), which is roughly equivalent to or slightly below a minimum wage. 

• The self-employed and casual workers account for 50 per cent and 24 per cent of the 

workforce respectively and report average earnings that are considerably below a decent 

minimum amount. 

• Casual workers, who are unlikely to receive work on every day of the month, are at the 

bottom of the employment structure. 

How to increase the earning of those at the bottom of employment structure 

• Devising strategies that increase productivity growth in the informal economy could 

increase their income. 

• Another way of achieving this is by raising the minimum wages of the worst-off workers. 

• At present, under the Minimum Wage Act, India has a complex set of minimum wages 

which offer different wages by occupation type and skill levels. 

• The Code on Wages (2019) seeks to universalize minimum wages and extend them to 

the unorganized sector. 

• Its implementation could face implementing challenges. 

Way forward 

• 1) Ensuring a decent minimum wage for those who are the bottom of the distribution - 

the casual labor, would be helpful in this context. 

• This will help set a higher wage floor for others engaged in low-paid work, including 

regular informal workers. 



 
 
 
 

 

• 2) It is also important that minimum wages are paid in public workfare programs too, in 

particular MGNREGA works. 

• At present, MGNREGA wages are not covered under the Minimum Wages Act. 

• 3) The minimum wage can be linked to the consumption comparatively of the relatively 

better-off group of workers. 

Conclusion 

The Indian employment challenge today cannot be seen independently of the problem of 

inadequate income. The above intervention will not only enable income enhancement of 

those in low-paid work but also add fuel to demand and growth, this time from those at 

the bottom of the distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-4 

Education Policy does not adequately tackle the issue of 

inequity arising out of medium of instruction 

  

 Context: 

An astounding 34 years since its education policy was last revised, India is again at the 

cusp of a glorious and historic reform with the announcement of the National Education 

Policy (NEP) 2020. 

Timely and progressive, NEP marks a monumental development in the country’s education 

system. 

Issue of medium of instruction: 

1. The medium of instruction has been a way of perpetuating class and caste structures in 

India. Accepting this reality will help us make sense of the language policy since 

independence as well as the New Education Policy 2020 (NEP, 2020). 



 
 
 
 

 

2. NEP 2020 has many positives, including not making Hindi compulsory in South Indian 

states. 

3. The pedagogically relevant and politically sensitive issue of the medium of instruction, 

the policy seems to follow the well-trodden path. 

4. It says that the mother-tongue or the regional language would be the "preferred" mode 

of instruction till Class 5, possibly Class 8. 

5. Over the years, while school enrolment has increased, the quality of education in 

bhasha schools invariably government schools has deteriorated. At the same time, most 

students from the well-off sections have opted out of them. 

6. This shift from bhasha schools to English-medium schools first occurred in the metros, 

then in middle-level cities and has reached the villages now. The bhasha schools have 

begun drawing children from the Bahujan Samaj. 

Basha schools (regional languages) children suffer from two handicaps: 

1. First, the extremely poor quality of education in most bhasha schools - with exceptions 

in states such as Kerala and Tamil Nadu. 

2. Second, such children rarely have a tradition of education in their families and find it 

very difficult to compete with their peers who have a much better financial background, 

better education and proficiency in English. 

3. But the benefit of expanding education is that such children, who would not ask for a 

better deal earlier, are now making their demands clear. 

4. One remembers the agitation in 2014 when the Hindi-speaking students were arguing 

that the higher education system is loaded against the bhasha medium students, 

especially at the UPSC level. 

5. There is a conflict between what the educationists say - one understands the subject 

best in the mother-tongue, we as a nation should not lose such a multitude of languages, 



 
 
 
 

 

studying in the English-medium leads to gaps in the understanding of one's own society 

and what the parents think is necessary for the economic survival of their children. 

6. So, parents send their kids to English-medium schools as soon as they can afford it. The 

bhasha medium students do not get the coveted jobs and the disparity between the two 

widens. 

7. In fact, the document, iterated over the last few years, is an ode to the ideals of public 

policy, factoring in voices of every stakeholder from experts to teachers and the common 

man. 

8. It is informed by insights from 2.5 lakh gram panchayats across the country. 

Concerns that need to be addressed: 

NEP 2020 does not tackle the issue of inequity that arises out of the medium of 

instruction. 

The document pays lip-service to the promotion of bhashas, but the policy will end up 

reinforcing the status quo. The English-medium schools will continue as they are, rather 

more of them will sprout. 

But the agitation of 2014 could be a harbinger of the possible political unacceptability of 

this “manner of doing things”. 

One could let all students study English from an earlier age. Admittedly, this goes against 

the basic principles of education, and the non-elite will face more problems in studying 

English. 

But an exposure to basic English from a very young age in bhasha schools through rhymes, 

simple sentences could make learning the language later much easier. 

Making special funds available for English-teaching at panchayat or zila parishad level 

schools could also help. These could be some steps in making school education somewhat 

more egalitarian. 



 
 
 
 

 

The challenge is to implement this policy in letter and spirit. There is a need to create 

comprehensive, efficient and realistic guidelines and framework. 

Moral and Basic education is the need of the hour: 

In sum, the NEP will strengthen the fundamentals of moral and basic education and 

provide opportunities for equitable and qualitative development that is sensitive to local 

cultural contexts and global possibilities. 

This, in turn, will lead to the development of an innovative, analytical, just and aware 

Indian consciousness expediting the development of a prosperous and self-reliant nation 

(Aatmanirbhar Bharat). 

As with every policy, the real test of NEP will be translating it to action. 

Backed by expeditious and effective implementation in sync with its spirit, NEP could 

shape the lives of our future generations. 

Through a robust education system, leveraging the full potential of its demographic 

dividend, India has taken a giant leap towards towards itself as a knowledge superpower. 

Way Forward: 

The policy aims for the all-round growth of every student in scholastic and co-scholastic 

domains and emphasizes educating the students, teachers, and parents to nurture their 

potential to serve the nation. 

Its flexibility allows learners to select their preferred field of study and subsequent path in 

life following their academic and professional inclination and interests. 

The policy will prove extremely beneficial in dismantling hierarchies and barriers between 

different knowledge streams by providing easy and accessible methodologies. 

It will promote co-curricular activities and learning techniques in professional and 

academic streams. This will pave the way for a new multi / trans-disciplinary education 

system. 



 
 
 
 

 

The NEP will help to replace the rote method of learning and examination-based education 

with a system based on conceptual understanding that aims to hone the student's 

analytical skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-5 

CSIR and FSSAI 

NEWS? 

• Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) and Food Safety and Standards 

Authority of India (FSSAI) sign MoU for collaborative research on food and nutrition. 

About 

• The MoU is a very important step that will create a brighter future for India seeking 

collaborative research and information dissemination in the area of food and nutrition, 

and food and consumer safety solutions in India. 

• The two organizations will collaborate towards strengthening the quality assurance of 

laboratory networks across the country aimed at development and validation of methods 

for reliable reporting on quality and safety of food products. 

• The collaboration between these two premier institutions of India will contribute in 

fulfilling the vision of New Food System 2050, which will also see an enhanced focus on 

climate-friendly food production systems, conservation of land and water resources, 

reduction in food loss and food wastage across the value chain, increase in small scale 

production units for self-sustaining local economies, use of environment friendly 

packaging alternatives, and repurposing of waste. 

CSIR 

• It is the largest research and development (R&D) organization in India established in 

September 1942 and located in New Delhi. 

• CSIR has a pan-India presence and provides significant technological intervention in 

many areas with regard to societal efforts which include the environment, health, drinking 

water, food, housing, energy, farm and non-farm sectors. 



 
 
 
 

 

• CSIR is funded by the Ministry of Science and Technology and it operates as an 

autonomous body through the Societies Registration Act, 1860. 

FSSAI 

• It is an autonomous statutory body established under the Food Safety and Standards Act, 

2006 (FSS Act) and headquartered at Delhi. 

• Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India is the administrative ministry 

of FSSAI. 

Functions of FSSAI- 

• Granting FSSAI food safety license and certification for food businesses. 

• Framing of regulations to lay down the standards and guidelines and promote general 

awareness of food safety. 

• Providing suggestions to the government in framing the policies. 

• Laying down procedure and guidelines for laboratories in food businesses. 

• To collect data regarding contaminants in foods products, identification of emerging risks 

and introduction of rapid alert system. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-6 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India 

IN NEWS 

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India amends the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 

Board of India (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate Persons) Regulations, 2016 

ABOUT 

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) is the regulator for overseeing 

insolvency negotiations and entities like Insolvency Professional Agencies (IPA), Insolvency 

Professionals (IP) and Information Utilities (IU) in India. 

• It was established on 1st October 2016 and given statutory powers through the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, which was passed by Lok Sabha on 5th May 2016. 

• It covers Individuals, Companies, Limited Liability Partnerships and Partnership firms. The 

new code will speed up the resolution process for stressed assets in the country. 

• It attempts to simplify the process of insolvency and bankruptcy proceedings. It handles 

the cases using two tribunals like NCLT (National company law tribunal) and Debt recovery 

tribunal. 

• It is a unique regulator: regulates a profession as well as processes. It has regulatory 

oversight over the Insolvency Professionals, Insolvency Professional Agencies, Insolvency 

Professional Entities and Information Utilities. 

POWER AND FUNCTIONS OF IBBI 

• IBBI is entrusted to administer the insolvency and bankruptcy regime in the country. It 

performs tasks like registration of insolvency professional’s agencies, and certifies and 

monitors insolvency resolution professionals. IBBI is also responsible to create information 

utilities and renew them as and when required. 



 
 
 
 

 

STRUCTURE OF IBBI 

• IBBI is constituted by ten-member committee which includes one chairman, three 

members from Central Government who cannot be below the rank of Joint Secretary or 

equivalent, One member is nominated by RBI (Reserve Bank of India) in this committee, 

and rest five members are nominated by Central Government of which three should 

function as full time members. 

CONCLUSION 

• IBBI came into existence because there was absence of properly structured organization 

to take care of falling companies and their liquidation. 

• This vacuum was creating mistrust amongst the stakeholders in the market and thus 

genuine people who needed the credit were suffering out of it. 

• This was also framed to support the falling companies to stand again on their feet by 

restructuring their credits so that they can repay them easily and make a fresh start. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-7 

Uttarakhand, Maharashtra had Highest Leopard 

Poaching in India: Traffic Study 

IN NEWS 

• A recent study by TRAFFIC India on the seizure and mortality of 'common leopards' 

(Panthera pardus fusca) revealed that of the total of 747 leopard deaths between 2015-

2019 in India, 596 were linked to illegal wildlife trade and activities related to poaching . 

ABOUT 

• These records indicated that 140 leopards were killed by poachers and their carcasses 

were recovered from the forest areas, whereas body parts belonging to the equivalent of 

456 leopards were seized during various operations by law enforcement agencies during 

the study period. 

LEOPARD CENSUS 

• The last formal census on India’s leopards was conducted in 2014, which estimated the 

population between 12,000 and 14,000. The results of a recent census of leopard sightings 

are likely to be released soon by the Wildlife Institute of India. 

ABOUT TRAFFIC 

• TRAFFIC, the Wildlife Trade Monitoring Network, is the leading non-governmental 

organization working globally on the trade of wild animals and plants in the context of 

both biodiversity and sustainable development. It was founded in 1976 as a strategic 

alliance of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and the International Union for the 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 

• Established in 1979, TRAFFIC's headquarters are located in Cambridge, United Kingdom, 

with offices located in 15 strategically important locations in Africa, Asia, the Americas, 



 
 
 
 

 

Europe and Oceania. Operations are supported over the globe in countries ranging from 

Madagascar and Japan to Iceland through collaboration projects with other non-profit 

organizations and governments. 

CONCLUSION 

• Plight of leopards in illegal wildlife trade has been implemented from time to time 

through investigative reports and studies, and through various wildlife enforcement 

actions across the country. However, this has not deterred wildlife smugglers, who are 

lured by high profits and low risk of detection, to target the species. 

 


